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plicated than reduction processes, and usually less profitable.
These same points of view also apply to electrolytic substitu-
tion, which, being an anodic process, is often only with difficulty
protected from the oxidizing action of the current.
The relatively great sensitiveness of most carbon, compounds
to high temperatures confined electrothermic decompositions and
syntheses of organic bodies to a small area, so long as the heat
was derived from the induction spark, or the electric arc.
Electrical energy has, however, proved itself a convenient
medium for investigating the behavior of sensitive substances
at relatively high temperatures, ever since metallic wires, or
carbon filaments, have been used as sources of heat which
can be easily regulated by increasing or decreasing the current
pressure.
The properties of electric energy as well as those of the
carbon compounds require special forms of experiment for
organic electrochemistry. These differ entirely from the purely
chemical art of experimentation, i.e., partially new experi-
mental methodics are necessary. The more it was possible to
recognize the important points in the course of an electro-
chemical process the clearer the viewpoints became regarding
the choice of the most suitable conditions for experiment.
The endeavor theoretically to represent and unite the numerous
observations went hand in hand with the experimental develop-
ment. Theoretical considerations led to new experimental
conditions and new problems. The theory becomes closely
associated, by certain requirements, not only with the subject «
of the experiment but also with its arrangement. A descrip-
tion of organic electrochemistry must fully recognize theory
and methodics as well as the chemical results.
Depending upon the forms in which electrical energy is
employed in organic chemistry, we can distinguish three
processes, electrolytic, electrothermic, and electric-discharge
reactions. A threefold division into theory, methodics and
experimental results, hence, naturally follows for the disposi-
tion of each of the three resulting chapters.

